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Wha  Nurery?

The term neurodiversity refers to variation in the human brain regarding sociability, 
learning, attention, mood and other mental functions. It was coined in 1998 by sociologist 
Judy Singer, who helped popularize the concept along with journalist Harvey Blume.

It emerged as a challenge to prevailing views that certain neurodevelopmental disorders 
are inherently pathological and instead adopts the social model of disability, in which 
societal barriers are the main contributing factor that disables people.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neurodiversity
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neurodiversity


Wha  Nurerc?
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A neurodivergent person is one whose neurological development and state are atypical. 
The term was coined in the neurodiversity movement as an opposite for "neurotypical".

Recognised types of neurodivergence include: autism, dyslexia, dyscalculia, epilepsy, 
hyperlexia, dyspraxia, ADHD, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and Tourette syndrome. 

https://psychology.wikia.org/wiki/Neurodivergent

https://psychology.wikia.org/wiki/Neurodivergent


Wh ha ur som & rac?

✔ 9.4% of students in the U.S. diagnosed with ADHD
✔ 1 in 54 diagnosed with Autism
✔ Up to 15% are Dyslexic
✔ 6-10% of students are dyspraxic
1 in 5 of your students are probably neurodivergent. We need to meet 
the challenge of making classrooms equitable for these students. 
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Tol
What are some tools we can use (not just 
technology)?
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The som l i  tnoy
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This was probably a more productive environment for a neurodivergent student 
than most modern classrooms (or Zoom)



The som l i  tnoy
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● Declutter to reduce 
sensory overload (and 
improve learning 
outcomes for all)

● Create a sensory retreat
● Natural light if possible
● White noise from a 

fountain or fish tank 
(constant, low level 
input)https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1

177/0956797614533801

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0956797614533801
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0956797614533801


Oni Sco (Zm, e, c.)

● Hide own video
● Eye contact and cognitive load from trying to process 

body language hard for autistic kids especially - allow 
‘audio breaks’ when kids are looking away from the 
camera. 

● Large faces/small faces
● Let kids get up - don’t require them to set up with a wall 

in the background. They need to move.
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Stanford study: https://news.stanford.edu/2021/02/23/four-causes-zoom-fatigue-solutions/

https://news.stanford.edu/2021/02/23/four-causes-zoom-fatigue-solutions/


Oni & In-Pen

● Use polls and re ections 
frequently - incorporating 
element of choice helps ADHD kids 
regain focus. EXAMPLE

● Music - put on some background 
music while kids are working 
independently. This helps kids with 
ADHD focus 
(https://behavioralandbrainfunctions.biomedcentral.c
om/articles/10.1186/1744-9081-6-55)
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https://admin.flipgrid.com/manage/topics/23952227/videos/281631003
https://behavioralandbrainfunctions.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1744-9081-6-55
https://behavioralandbrainfunctions.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1744-9081-6-55


Voc eni

Dyspraxia and ADHD can both make typing and writing by hand very 
frustrating. 

✔ Google voice typing
✔ otter.ai
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ADHD and Autistic kids often struggle with keeping track of the passage 
of time. 
A timer like this provides an easy visual 
reference for them.

Vis Tir
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https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000J5OFW0/

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000J5OFW0/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=nhm00-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=B001UAMZCU&linkId=4634aa1778e4d16b9480066bc784a47b&th=1


Dyslexic kids can benefit from the use of easy to read fonts

Fon
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https://opendyslexic.org/
https://brailleinstitute.org/freefont

https://opendyslexic.org/
https://brailleinstitute.org/freefont


Alexithymia is a big problem for a lot of autistic and ADHD kids. Silent 
alarm check-ins can help.
✔ Hungry?
✔ Thirsty?
✔ Need a sensory break?
✔ Need a bathroom break?

Fits Tke
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https://apolloneuro.com/product/apollo/

https://apolloneuro.com/product/apollo/


Hypersensitivity can make it hard for neurodivergent kids to concentrate.

Nos acn edne
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‘wa me’
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Slow auditory processing is common with ADHD and Autism. After 
asking a question, don’t call on the first student with their hand up. 
Wait a few seconds for everybody to process. 



Dal Ana

Executive functioning and self-regulation are hard for 
neurodivergent kids. Having a clear plan helps. 
✔ Put everything in your LMS
✔ Encourage kids to use Google Calendar or other calendaring 

systems



Hasgg o rl: Hot.s

Kids with ADHD have 
trouble with short term & 
working memory. This tool 
can help reinforce 
learning. 

https://web.hypothes.is/

https://web.hypothes.is/


Sce Mgifito

Dyslexia, Autism, and ADHD can make focusing on a page or screen di icult.  

✔ Chromebook: 
https://support.google.com/chromebook/answer/6320705?hl=en

✔ Mac: 
https://www.lifewire.com/zoom-apples-built-in-screen-magnifier-198673
Option + cmd + 8
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https://support.google.com/chromebook/answer/6320705?hl=en
https://www.lifewire.com/zoom-apples-built-in-screen-magnifier-198673


Capin
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Captioning can help kids with auditory processing issues. Google 
Meet now includes auto-captioning:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MyxW-ycfASE

Other options: spf.io, otter.ai

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MyxW-ycfASE
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Thanks!
Do you have any tools, practices, or ideas to share? 


